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Folder 1: Business


RITArc.0604_01-01: Photograph of five men sitting at a long table, one is speaking, the board
behind them says “Morilla”



RITArc.0604_01-02: Photograph of two unidentified men. There is a chalkboard behind them
with writing on it. Taken 4/4/87



RITArc.0604_01-03: Photograph of a group of people sitting around a table.



RITArc.0604_01-04: and RITArc.0604_01-05: Photograph of a group of men watching a
demonstration (2 copies)



RITArc.0604_01-06 and RITArc.0604_01-07: Photograph of a group of three looking at paper
with color forms (2 copies)



RITArc.0604_01-08: Photograph of a group of men sitting in chairs around a man in the middle.
Photo taken January 23, 1967. No. 162. Photo from Copley Newspapers Sacramento Project
Analysis.



RITArc.0604_01-09: Photograph of an instructor speaking to a large group of men,



RITArc.0604_01-10: Photograph of a group of four, three are noticeably elderly



RITArc.0604_01-11: Photograph of a group of men sitting around a table looking at a photo of a
woman.



RITArc.0604_01-12 to RITArc.0604_01-16: Set of 5, 4x5” photos of Jim Marsh II. Photos have
numbers on the back; 15, 24, 25, 27, and 31.



RITArc.0604_01-17: Photograph of men around a table looking at the camera.



RITArc.0604_01-18: Photograph of GARC staff 1951-1952.



RITArc.0604_01-19: Photograph of Byron Culver (director of SPMS) and Fred Gutfrucht



RITArc.0604_01-20: Photograph of Byron Culver, Director of SPMS and unidentified man to the
right.



RITArc.0604_01-21: Photograph of a group of men, two of these men are Warren “Dusty”
Rhodes, GARD Director and Byron Culver. The man in the middle left is Warren Rhodes and the
middle right is Byron Culver.

Folder 2: Contact Sheets


RITArc.0604_02-01: Contact Sheet – people working on machines, picture of building



RITArc.0604_02-01a: duplicate



RITArc.0604_02-02: Contact Sheet- people working on machines

Folder 3: Education – Classes / Lectures / Seminars


RITArc.0604_03-01: Photograph of unidentified male speaking in front of a class with a
display



RITArc.0604_03-02: Photograph of David Cohen (2nd from right) demonstrating the laser
color scanner



RITArc.0604_03-03: Photograph of a man point to a board behind him with his glasses. He is
looking directly at the camera. The back of the photo has the year 1981.



RITArc.0604_03-04: Photograph of John Compton.



RITArc.0604_03-05: Photograph of printing class (?). Photo shows classes on two tiered
press.



RITArc.0604_03-06: Photograph of Rubin Soto and three other men working on a press.



RITArc.0604_03-07: Photograph of two men looking at a checkerboard patterned
transparency. On the back of the photo it says, “Color Seminar for Pressmen” 45%. 19
October 1973.



RITArc.0604_03-08: Photograph of H. Weaton and three other unidentified males. They are
watching a demonstration done at a sink.



RITArc.0604_03-09: Photograph of male instructor speaking to a class.



RITArc.0604_03-10: Photograph of an instructor teaching a class. Back of the photo says
“November 7 ’75 Basic QC for GA Applications.”



RITArc.0604_03-11: Photograph of S.D. Warren giving a lecture on color. 5 students sit in the
front row. Back of the photograph says, “S.D. Warren seminar. [illegible name] lectures on
color. Photo by Vera Elyjiw.



RITArc.0604_03-12: Photograph of S.D. Warren giving a lecture on color. 5 students sit in the
front row. Back of the photograph says, “S.D. Warren seminar. [illegible name] lectures on
color. Photo by Vera Elyjiw.



RITArc.0604_03-13: Photograph of man (potentially Joe Brown) working with two people
who are looking through microscopes. Back of the photo says, “061785-1. Practical
Preservation Workdays. Examining fiber structure in papermaking lab”. Photograph of Vera
Elyjiw.



RITArc.0604_03-14: Photograph of Dan Clark instructing a printing class. Back of the
photograph says, “033085. Dan Clark with Friday afternoon RIT class (by web press).



RITArc.0604_03-15: Photograph of man speaking to a group of 7 people, 6 are female, 1
woman is wearing a name tag.



RITArc.0604_03-16: Photograph of Cliff Frazier doing a demonstration. The back of the
photograph says, “100285-2. Printing for People who aren’t Printers. Cliff Frazier- [illegible]
demo.” Photo taken by Vera Elyjiw.



RITArc.0604_03-17: Photograph of man doing a demonstration for a group of 6 people. The
person on the right is cut off.



RITArc.0604_03-18: Photograph of Dan Clark showing printing samples to a group of people.
The back of the photograph says, “120384” S.D. Warren Seminar. Pressman Dan Clark shows
printing samples to S.D. Warren seminar group and discusses registration.



RITArc.0604_03-19: Photograph of Herb Phillips, Daur Cohn, and John Comton, and an
unidentified man.



RITArc.0604_03-20: Photograph of Dan Clark, unidentified man, and Dick Thorpe (from left
to right). The photo is from Times Publishing- Singapore.



RITArc.0604_03-21: Photograph of instructor teaching a class of 6 unidentified male
students.



RITArc.0604_03-22: Photograph of a group of unidentified men in a printing classroom.



RITArc.0604_03-23: Photograph of three males and two women in a group, all unidentified.
The male in the middles is holding a paper up. Photo taken by David Cohn 1980.



RITArc.0604_03-24: Photograph of a large class gathered around an instructor.



RITArc.0604_03-25: Photograph of an instructor teaching a class. The back of the
photograph has many notes on it. Taken on 10/1/80.



RITArc.0604_03-26: Photograph of a large group of men gathered around a newspaper
printing press. The back of the photograph says, “The Adv. Comm. 1981”



RITArc.0604_03-27: Photograph of Ralph Squine and three other people. The back says, “RIT
414-87” a post it note says “Ralph Squine”



RITArc.0604_03-28: Photograph of man speaking to a small group (5 people) the group
members are wearing numbers. Three numbers are visible; 1, 3, and 8.



RITArc.0604_03-29: Photograph of Barat and Frank Hert 1967.



RITArc.0604_03-30: Photograph of 3 men, 1 instructor (?) 2 students (?)

Folder 4: Misc


RITArc.0604_04-01 and RITArc0604_04-01a: Color Photograph of two men working on
spreadsheet. (3.5x3.5) 2 copies



RITArc.0604_04-02: Photograph of unidentified man



RITArc.0604_04-03: 4x5” two men, one uses an instrument to look at scans closer. The man
standing up is wearing a bow tie.



RITArc.0604_04-04: Photograph of unidentified man talking on the phone



RITArc.0604_04-05: Photograph of a four men gathered around a desk



RITArc.0604_04-06: Photograph of man sitting at a desk in a room with shelves and books.



RITArc.0604_04-07: Photograph of room with tables and chairs with photos on boards on the
wall.



RITArc.0604_04-08: Photograph of Ken Jones (left) and Dick Buggs (next).



RITArc.0604_04-09: Photograph of three men. One is looking through a microscope.



RITArc.0604_04-10: Photograph of group of people (8x10) Photo by Copley Newspapers
Sacaramento Project Analysis. January 23 1967. No. 283.



RITArc.0604_04-11: Photograph of Downtown Clark Building.



RITArc.0604_04-12 and RITArc.0604_04-12a: Photograph of unidentified man (2 copies) (11x10).

Folder 5: People


RITArc.0604_05_01: Photograph of Buck Archer at a conference.



RITArc.0604_05_02: Photograph of Herm Hermanson.



RITArc.0604_05_03: Photograph of Wolfgang Hager and Bill Eisner. Back of the photo says
Wolfgang Hager (Heidebberg Eastern) & Bill Eisner. Photo by Vera Elyjiw.



RITArc.0604_05_04: Photograph of Ron Francis taken by RIT Communications Photographer:
Sue Weisler.



RITArc.0604_05-05: Photograph of Professor Werner Rebsamen 1982.



RITArc.0604_05-06: Photograph of a woman named Hilda. Photograph was taken by Rochester
Institute of Technology Communications Services Photographer: Diedre Engle.



RITArc.0604_05-07: Photograph of Gregg Van Went. The back of the photograph says, “Gregg
Van Went Director of Communications NAPL.



RitArc.0604_05-08: Photograph of Norm Miler



RITArc.0604_05-09: Photograph of Milt Pearson and Franc Grum. Back of photo has a post it
note identifying the men in the photo.



RITArc.0604_05-10: Photograph of two men Herman Zapf and Lawson, one is holding a book.



RITArc.0604_05-11: Photograph of Herb Phillips. Front of the photo has markers were to crop.
Labeled at the bottom “H. Phillips 1.5”x2” (crop) 75%. Back of photo has two post it notes. One
says “Herb Phillips” the other has an H.



RITArc.0604_05-12: Photograph of Herb Johnson and unidentified man



RITArc.0604_05-12a: duplicate



RITArc.0604_05-13: Photograph of Herb Johnson, unknown, and Mark Goldin. Photo was taken
by RIT Communications Photographer: Rodman S. Reilly.



RITArc.0604_05-14: Photograph of Eldon Thomas



RITArc.0604_05-15: Photograph of Frank Dewitt



RITArc.0604_05-16: Photograph of Dave Colen with a laser scanner. The back of the photo says,
“030185-1. Dave Colen with laser scanner”.



RITArc.0604_05-17: Photograph of Bill Paka back of the photograph has a post it not that says,
“Bill Paka” and Pake written in crayon.



RITArc.0604_05-18: Photograph of four men, one is John L. Kronenberg, one is Bill Paka, the
other two are unidentified. One man holds a framed award, the man next to him holds a cup.
Photograph was taken by RIT Communications Service Photographer: Jack Smith.



RITArc.0604_05-19: Photograph of four men, the post it note on the back identifies them as Dan
Clark, Carl Seruis, Jim Monteleont, and Dick Thorpe. Mid 70’s”. The back of the photograph says,
“0181007-3”



RITArc.0604_05-20: Photograph of two males, one has a name tag with the name “Dick” both
men are looking at a clipboard.



RITArc.0604_05-21: Photograph of John Petrychki working on a press.



RITArc.0604_05-22: Photograph of Bernard Van Hessen, Rudolph Meyer’s Printing Ink Factory



RITArc.0604_05-22a: duplicate



RITArc.0604_05-23: Photograph of Dave Shuckman



RITArc.0604_05-23a: duplicate



RITArc.0604_05-24: Photograph of J.W. Howard



RITArc.0604_05-25: Photograph of Tony Seers. Web ATF (Anna type foundations) press



RITArc.0604_05-26: Photograph of Larry Wilson



RITArc.0604_05-27: Photograph of Warren “Dusty” Rhodes and John Yule



RITArc.0604_05-28: Photograph of Herb Murow, unidentified, Brent Anehov, and Dusty Rhodes



RITArc.0604_05-29: Photograph of Herb Phillips. Back of the photograph there is a post it note
that says, “Herb Phillips” There are stamps and writing that say 2390/35

Folder 6: President Rose


RITArc.0604_06-01: Photograph of President Richard Rose with unidentified man (landscape)



RITArc.0604_06-02 and RITArc.0604_06-03: Photograph of President Richard Rose with
unidentified man (portrait) 2 copies


Folder 7: Printing Process


RIT Arc.0604_07-01: Photograph of a group of unidentified men working on a newspaper press.
The back of the photograph has a post it notes that says, “1st Seminar GARC Hoe Co. ATF Press”



RITArc.0604_07-02: Photograph of a man with a large rolls of paper (?), photo was taken in the
basement of the SAU. The back of the photo says, Print Prod. 25.5 picas wide, Peoria Project – 5.
The bottom of the photo on the back is a label from Seidel-Farris-Clark Inc.



RITArc.0604_07-03: Photograph of Dusty Rhodes using a type writer



RITArc.0604_07-04: Photograph of man experimenting with light



RITArc.0604_07-05: Photograph of a man turning knobs on a machine



RITArc.0604_07-06: Photograph of Electronic Voltmeter



RITArc.0604_07-06a: duplicate



RITArc.0604_07-07: Photograph of Densichron machine



RITArc.0604_07-07a: duplicate



RITArc.0604_07-08: Photograph of printing equipment



RITArc.0604_07-09: Photograph of printing press and man working in the background on it



RITArc.0604_07-09a: duplicate



RITArc.0604_07-10: Photograph of machinery



RITArc.0604_07-11: Photograph of Printing equipment (?)



RITArc.0604_07-12: Photograph of man with newspaper negatives.



RITArc.0604_07-13: Photograph of Fred Gutfrucht with Fotosetter (portrait)



RITArc.0604_07-14: Photograph of Fred Gutfrucht with Fotosetter (landscape)



RITArc.0604_07-15: Photograph of man working on a machine.



RITArc.0604_07-16: Photograph of a machine, the bottom of the machine has a label, not all of
it can be seen. The visible words say ___erford Machinery Co. Division of Chemical Deportation.
__ng Island City, N.Y. U.S.A.



RITArc.0604_07-17: Photograph of printing equipment.



RITArc.0604_07-18: Photograph of newspaper printing press.



RITArc.0604_07-18a: duplicate



RITArc.0604_07-19: Photograph of newspaper printing press



RITArc.0604_07-20: Photograph of newspaper printing press copy



RITArc.0604_07-20a: duplicate



RITArc.0604_07-21: Photograph of newspaper printing press. The back is labeled “GARD”
(Graphic Arts Research Department)



RITArc.0604_07-22: Photograph of Densitometers.



RITArc.0604_07-23: Photograph of photo developing sink and chemicals



RITArc.0604_07-24: Photograph of photo developing station (?)



RITArc.0604_07-25: Photograph of photo cabinets, counters, sink



RITArc.0604_07-26: Photograph of a room of men working on a press.



RITArc.0604_07-27: Photograph of Inkometer



RITArc.0604_07-27a: duplicate



RITArc.0604_07-28: Photograph of the Rutherford Machinery Co.



RITArc.0604_07-29: Photograph of man working on press

Folder 8: Photography Process


RITArc.0604_08-01: Photograph of man with large camera



RITArc.0604_08-02: Photograph of film set / photo studio



RITArc.0604_08-03: Photograph of photo studio (?)



RITArc.0604_08-03a: duplicate



RITArc.0604_08-04: Photograph of Jim Marshall



RITArc.0604_08-05: Photograph of man photographing slides



RITArc.0604_08-06: Photograph of large camera (?)



RITArc.0604_08-07: Photograph of man developing photos



RITArc.0604_08-08: Photograph of man with large camera.



RITArc.0604_08-09: Photograph of man working at a machine. Photo by James Trott and William
Towns



RITArc.0604_08-10: Photograph of man placing a film in front of a camera.



RITArc.0604_08-11: Photograph of large scale camera and case for imaging work



RITArc.0604_08-12: Room of men working on photos

Folder 9: Sven Ahrenkilde.


RITArc.0604_09-01: Photograph of Sven Ahrenkilde. Photo taken 1/73



RITArc.0604_09-02: Photograph of Sven Ahrenkilde smoking a pipe.



RITArc.0604_09-03: Photograph of Sven Ahrenkilde talking to an unidentified man



RITArc.0604_09-04: Photograph of Sven Ahrenkilde and the Mona Lisa. Photo taken June 5,
1986. Photo taken by Alan R. English



RITArc.0604_09-05: Photograph of instructor Sven Ahrenkilde teaching a class.



RITArc.0604_09-06: Photograph of instructor Sven Ahrenkilde studies a USA Today prototype
with Chuck Blevins



RITArc.0604_09-07: Photograph of a two men looking at photographs, possibly an instructor and
a student. The back of the photo says, “0181007-15. Photo by John Lester”



RITArc.0604_09-08: Photograph of Sven Ahrenkilde in front of a sign that says, “Rochester
Institute of Technology Graphic Arts Research Division” 1953



RITArc.0604_09-09: Photograph of Sven Ahrenkilde and unidentified man holding a newspaper.



RITArc.0604_09-10: Photograph of Elmer Lavson and Sven Ahrenkilde.

Folder 10: RIT on the Move


RITArc.0604_10-01: Photograph of RIT on the move truck



RITArc.0604_10-02: Photograph of RIT on the move truck driving down the street



RITArc.0604_10-03: Photograph of RIT on the move truck. Harris Donstion Contract 1985-’86.
Photo taken by RIT Communications Photographer: Rodman S. Rellly.

Folder 11: Working with Chemicals


RITArc.0604_11-01: Photograph of two men, one working with machine one getting chemicals
out of a cupboard.



RITArc.0604_11-01a: duplicate



RITArc.0604_11-02: Photograph of 3 unidentified males working at different stations.



RITArc.0604_11-03: Photograph of man working with chemicals



RITArc.0604_11-04: Photograph of three men =, 2 are working with chemicals (?) one is taking
notes



RITArc.0604_11-04a: duplicate



RITArc.0604_11-05: Photograph of man mixing chemicals

